We continue to investigate the relationship between the infrared physics of N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theories in four dimensions and various integrable models such as Gaudin, Calogero-Moser and quantum spin chains. We prove interesting dualities among some of these integrable systems by performing different, albeit equivalent, quantizations of the Seiberg-Witten curve of the four dimensional theory. We also discuss conformal field theories related to N = 2 4d gauge theories by the Alday-Gaiotto-Tachikawa (AGT) duality and the role of conformal blocks of those CFTs in the integrable systems. As a consequence, the equivalence of conformal blocks of rank two Toda and NovikovWess-Zumino-Witten (WZNW) theories on the torus with punctures is found.
Introduction
Four dimensional supersymmetric gauge theories with N = 2 supersymmetry have been known for some time to be deeply related to various integrable systems. After the appearance of Seiberg-Witten solution [1] many interesting connections between the infrared physics of N = 2 gauge theories and integrability [2] have emerged. In particular, the SeibergWitten (SW) curve of a gauge theory is mapped onto the spectral curve of the corresponding classical integrable model, such as the Hitchin system [3] . Using string theory and M-theory constructions, it was possible to construct SW curves for a wide class of 4d theories from the UV data of the theory [4] . However, not all interesting theories can be constructed this way. Recently the solution [5] of a wider class of conformal theories has been found by Nekrasov and Pestun, which includes all 4d quiver theories built out of unitary groups whose shapes coincide with Dynkin diagrams of ADE groups and their affine cousins.
Having obtained a classical integrable system from a gauge theory, it is tempting to quantize it and understand what the quantization means in terms of the field theory we started with. A universal prescription of the quantization was proposed by Nekrasov and Shatashvili (NS) [6] : the gauge theory in question is subject to the Ω-deformation, with two parameters 1 and 2 , which break the Lorentz invariance of the 4d theory. For the purposes of [6] , as well as for this note, we take 2 = 0, which is referred to as the NS limit. The remaining parameter 1 is mirrored in the integrable model as the Planck constant.
Alternatively the integrable many-body system underlying a gauge theory can be quantized canonically and its spectrum can be found. One should expect the result to coincide with NS quantization we have just mentioned, in other words, the two quantizations of the same classical system must be equivalent. They could be merely identical, and if they are not, there should be a duality between them involved, which maps spectra of both models one to the other. In the literature such dualities are usually called bispectral [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] 1 . In this note we shall consider an example of such equivalence emerging from 4d linear A L conformal quiver theories. For our purposes we will not need the whole Coulomb branch, rather special loci thereof -roots of the Higgs branch of the theory, which gets slightly modified in the presence of the Ω-deformation. At Higgs branch roots the SW curve greatly simplifies and, as it was shown by Dorey, Hollowood, Lee and one of current authors (CDHL) [13, 14] , that in the NS limit the Nekrasov prepotential [15] in the dual frame can be regarded as the effective twisted superpotential of a certain two dimensional (2, 2) gauged linear sigma model (GLSM). Vacuum equations of this sigma model are equivalent to Bethe ansatz equations of the quantum anisotropic XXX spin chain, whose symmetry group has rank L. Whereas the SW curve is the spectral curve of a Hitchin system on S 2 with L + 3 punctures (also known as the Gaudin model [16] ). Its quantization leads to the eigenvalue problem of the Gaudin Hamiltonian. The latter can be canonically quantized and its spectrum can be reduced to the eigenvalue problem of the Gaudin Hamiltonian. Diagonalization of both XXX [17] and Gaudin [18] Hamiltonians can be effectively done using the Bethe ansatz technique. Because of the aforementioned equivalence, the two models should be bispectrally dual to each other and the parameter spaces of solutions should be in a correspondence.
In [9] a proof for the gl(N )/gl(M ) XXX/Gaudin pair was provided both on the classical and on the quantum levels using the spectral curves of the models and Baxter equations for them. However, for the quantum duality the authors of [9] did not specify the wave functions of the problem nor the boundary conditions for Baxter operators. Therefore it still remained to be unknown how the parameter spaces of solutions of the quantum problems are mapped onto each other. A step in this direction was made in [8] : the bispectral duality was proven for rank one systems and conjectured for higher ranks using Bethe equations for both models. One of the goals of the current paper is to prove the most generic duality of this type using the string theory [19] .
Very recently in [20] the XXX/Gaudin duality was proven in its most generic form, albeit for compact representations. It was shown that the bispectral duality follows from the mirror symmetry of certain N = 2 * three dimensional quiver gauge theories 2 . After compactifying the 3d theory on a circle, its vacua parameter space (masses, Fayet-Iliopoulos terms) could be interpreted as a space of solutions of the XXZ spin chain, where the anisotropy parameter was inversely proportional to the compactification radius. Thus each XXZ chain had its mirror (bispectral) dual XXZ ∨ . Remarkably, the XXX/Gaudin bispectral duality followed from the XXZ/XXZ ∨ relation by taking the zero radius limit. Compactness of the symmetry group of the spin chain was crucial in the story, in fact it was tied up with the action of the diagonal U (1) R-symmetry generator and relative charges of the matter fields under this R-symmetry. In addition to that the type-IIB brane construction, which was used in [20] to illustrate the 3d mirror symmetry via the S-duality, constrained the number of solutions of the XXZ Bethe equations with the help of the s-rule [21] , which constrained the number of D2 branes in the construction, or, equivalently, the number of Bethe roots in the spin chain.
The situation with 4d quiver theories is, however, different from [20] . One should not expect any finiteness constraints on the Hilbert space of states emerging from the CDHL quantization due to several reasons.
First, the data of this GLSM in [13, 14] were partly provided by the UV description of the 4d quiver theory, and in part by the quantization at the roots of the Higgs branch of the theory (we shall call it the CDHL quantization). The GLSM appearing from the CDHL quantization is generically non-abelian and the rank of the gauge group has a direct dependence on the quiver data and on the quantization conditions. These facts lead to the conclusion [13, 14] that the ground state equations for the GLSM in question coincide with the XXX Bethe equations with symmetry SL(K) for some K.
Second, it was argued in [13, 11] that the worldvolume theory in the NS Ω-background effectively becomes two-dimensional and can be viewed as the worldsheet of non-abelian vortex strings (see [22] and references therein). The same kind of strings appeared as D2 branes in the CDHL construction, where the winding numbers of the strings were related to the number of the D2 branes and they gave the quantization for a − m cycles of the SW curve of the 4d theory. Again, there is no a priori constraint on the winding numbers, that the symmetry of the quantum many-body system is expected to be noncompact. We shall discuss these quantum systems in Section 2.
The Alday-Gaiotto-Tachikawa (AGT) duality [23] between partition functions of 4d gauge theories and conformal blocks of 2d CFTs implies a certain relation between the equivariant parameters 1 and 2 of the 4d Ω-background and the CFT central charge. If on top of this relation one imposes the NS limit, it drives the CFT into the semiclassical regime, since the central charge becomes large. Finally, if in addition to that one sits at the Higgs branch roots of the 4d theory, then conformal blocks of the dual CFT dramatically simplify since external momenta become degenerate. For instance, for SU (2) SQCD the corresponding Liouville conformal block in the NS limit becomes an eigenfunction of the Gaudin Hamiltonian [11] . We will comment about some generalizations of this fact in Section 2.2.
Along with genus zero spectral curves for the Gaudin model we also discuss genus one curves and the corresponding Calogero-Moser [24] type systems in Section 3. This model appears in NS quantization of N = 2 * theory in four dimensions. Its dual conformal theory via the AGT duality is the Toda theory on a single punctured torus. Another interesting CFT which turns out to be relevant in this discussion is the gauged Novikov-Wess-ZuminoWitten (WZNW) model which enjoys an affine algebra symmetry. We study in the details the rank two WZNW theory and show that its conformal blocks on a torus with one puncture satisfy the equation of motion for the elliptic Calogero system. As we shall show later, the same equation is solved by W 3 conformal blocks in the NS limit. In order for the matching to occur the affine algebra level has to tuned to its critical value. Therefore we are able to generalize some results in the literature [25] [26] [27] for rank two CFTs on the torus.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove the bispectral duality using several results about the Seiberg-Witten geometry of quiver gauge theories. The conjectures from the mathematical literature are proven and generalized to more complicated representations. Then in Section 3 we discuss rank two Toda and WZNW CFTs on the torus and their connection to integrable systems. Finally, Section 4 outlines some possible future research directions.
The Bispectral Duality from Supersymmetric Gauge Theories
Here we would like to generalize the result of [11] to A L quiver gauge theories with arbitrary color and flavor labels (
which obey asymptotic conformal invariance on every gauge node:
which is the condition for all beta functions to vanish. In principle our analysis can be extended to other ADE-type quivers and their affine generalizations as in [5] , however we shall postpone these to the future work, so let us focus on A L quivers. Evidently there are two major steps toward the generic quiver theory. First we need to look at linear U (2) quiver for L ≥ 2, then consider more generic gauge and flavor labels on each node provided that (2.1) holds. In this section we start with the first generalization.
The main result of this section is to establish the so-called bispectral duality between two distinct quantum integrable systems, namely XXX spin chain and quantum Gaudin system, by investigating the exact vacua of supersymmetric gauge theories. Our strategy is summarized in Fig. 1 , we will first invoke a couple of non-trivial correspondences established in [4, 5, 28] and [14] relating supersymmetric field theories to the two different quantum integrable systems considered then join the dots accordingly.
The sl(N )/sl(2) Duality
Let us begin by specifying in some details the supersymmetric gauge theories we are considering, our starting point is four dimensional N = 2 linear quiver theory with gauge group L I=1 U (2) I , each gauge node has Coulomb branch coordinates a (I) a , I = 1, 2 . . . , L, a = 1, 2 and complexified gauge coupling q I = e 2πiτ I . The matter content of this theory consists of bi-fundamental hypermultiplets of masses µ I connecting successive Ith and (I + 1)th gauge groups, plus two anti-fundamental and two fundamental multiplets of masses m respectively each of them charged under the SU (2) flavor symmetry. Here we shall subject this theory to a special limit of equivariant localization introduced by Nekrasov and Shatashvili [6] (hence referred as "NS limit") when one of the two equivariant parameters of the 4d gauge theory, say 2 , vanishes. In such a limit, the key quantity for describing the low energy quantum dynamics of the system is given by: where Z(a
is the Nekrasov partition function, including both the perturbative and non-perturbative contributions.
The linear quiver gauge theory in the NS limit has been elaborated in [14] . It was shown that at its quantized root of the Higgs branch, which is specified by the following condition:
where n (I) a are positive integers, there exist codimension two BPS topological solitons known as "vortices" whose winding number is precisely given by the flux quantization number n (I) a . In the above formula µ J are the masses of the 4d bifundamental hypermultiplets charged under (J − 1)th and Jth gauge groups. Indeed as pointed out in [29, 13] , equation (2. 3) corresponds to certain degenerate operator insertions in the dual Liouville conformal block, which in turns can be interpreted as surface operator/vortex insertions in the 4d gauge theory.
The vortex world volume dynamics in this case can be described by a 2d N = (2, 2) gauged linear sigma model with A L quiver gauge group L I=1 U (N I ), whose matter content consists of one adjoint hypermultiplet of mass for each SU (N I ); one bi-fundamental hypermultiplet of mass 2 charged under SU (N I ) × SU (N I+1 ); two fundamental hypermultiplets of masses M a and two anti-fundamental hypermultiplets of masses M a charged under SU (N 1 ). For each gauge factor U (N I ), it also contains an FI parameter r I and a 2d theta angle ϑ I , we can combine them into usual complex combinationτ I = ir I + ϑ I 2π
and also defineq I = e 2πiτ I . From the corresponding D-brane picture for our set up given in Fig. 2 , we can divide the two dimensional color number N I into
and we have defined
We can interpretn
a as the number of D2 brane stretching between the a-th D4 brane and J-th NS5 brane, and summing over all the D2 branes ending on different NS5 branes but the same D4 brane, we obtain the vortex number for 4d gauge theory n (I) a . Note that given the matter contents, the 2d quiver is no longer conformal, as the vortex number n (I) a can be chosen arbitrarily.
The quantum vacua of 2d quiver gauge theory in the vortex world volume can be given by the extrema of the simple one-loop exact twisted superpotential computed in [30] , which are located at the quantized root of baryonic Higgs branch (2.3) and labeled by the flux quanta {n (I) a }. The statement of [13, 14] is that after the change of parameters which will be specified momentarily, the on-shell value of the one loop twisted superpotential precisely coincides with the NS lmit Nekrasov partition function (2.2) evaluated at the quantized Higgs root.
The XXX Spin Chain
Let us first consider one of the simplest nontrivial 4d quiver theories which leads to an already nontrivial bispectral duality -the linear quiver with the color-flavor labels (2, 2), (2, 0), . . . , (2, 0), (2, 2) . The corresponding 2d theory will have the parameter space of vacua which is encoded in the Bethe ansatz equations for such spin chain:
are the lowest components of twisted chiral multiplets associated to J-th gauge group and M a and κ a are the 2d mass parameters. We shall specify the relationship between them and the 4d masses m momentarily. In other words, this set of equations imply that there is an one to one correspondence between the quantum vacua of vortex world volume theory and the eigenstates of SL(L+1) spin chain Hamiltonian. Moreover in [13, 14] , an exact one to one correspondence matching the quantum vacua of the 4d gauge theory in NS limit given by (2.3) and the 2d gauged linear sigma model was further proposed, using the correspondence we can therefore directly identify the 4d quantum vacua with the Hilbert space of SL(L + 1) spin chain. This connection turns out to be crucial for us to apply socalled bispectral duality relating the XXX spin chain and the Gaudin model. Here we do figure) can be read off. The NS5 branes at nonzero x 7 position appear in stacks with multiplicity n (I) max in order obey the s-rule. The number of colors in each gauge group in the 2d quiver arē
not aim to provide a detailed review of [13, 14] , but rather only state here the identifications among the parameters of 2d and 4d theories
as required by the exact correspondence.
By using the quantization condition (2.3) and the U (1) constraint
We can solve the above relationships with respect to the bi-fundamental masses
Analogously to [11] we can now derive the relationship between the shift parameters κ a of the XXX spin chain, which appear in the in the next section in the first equation of (2.29) and the gauge theory mass parameters. Using (2.3) and (2.7) we get
where we used the fact that (2.3) holds for any I and we have chosen I = 1. Note that κ a in (2.11) is not necessarily an integer. Let us mention here that the spin chain we are dealing with is anisotropic in two ways. First, as we have already mentioned, there are impurities whose values are given by the twisted masses of the theory. Second, perhaps less expected, spins at different sites of the chain can be different. Indeed, a contribution from each hypermultiplet which contribute to the l.h.s of the first equation in (2.6) can be written as
where θ a and S a are the impurities and spins of the XXX chain respectively. Remarkably, by tuning the twisted masses M a and M a we can obtain any values of the spin including say, negative or non half-integer.
In what follows we shall make a choice for m
(1) a such that S a and κ a (2.11) become integers.
The duality
According to the bispectral duality, the XXX SL(L + 1) spin chain on two sites whose Bethe ansatz equations (2.6) encode the vacua of our 2d/4d gauge theory, can be related to the trigonometric SL(2) Gaudin model on S 2 with L + 3 singularities at points Fig. 3 z 0 = ∞,
The Gaudin model is formulated on a cylinder (a two-sphere with punctures at 0 and ∞) with L + 1 punctures as shown in Fig. 3 . The Gaudin Bethe equations arise from diagonalization 
of Gaudin Hamiltonians
14)
, where V i are fundamental representations of SL(L + 1). Like XXX spin chain, the Gaudin model can be solved using the Bethe ansatz technique. In the SL(2) case the Gaudin system which is bispectrally dual to the XXX chain (2.6) has the following Bethe equations
where ν I are twice the spins of SL (2) representations sitting at points z I and κ 2 is the number of Gaudin Bethe roots.
Let us now arrange the parameters in SL(L + 1) XXX spin chain to facilitate the connection with SL(2) Gaudin model via the bispectral duality. In order to see that other Gaudin spins are given by (2.28) we need to recall that under the bispectral duality, the number of Bethe roots in one system is traded for the spins in the other one. At z L+2 = 0 the spin is given by the numerator of the first term in (2.15) using (2.7) we obtain
At the other punctures at z 1 , . . . , z L we have
where we used that N L+1 = 0. Therefore we can see that Gaudin spins at z 1 , . . . , z L are equal to the linking numbers of the corresponding NS5 branes.
Gaudin spins from the spectral curve
Now we shall discuss an alternative way to see how the Gaudin system arises in the study of the moduli space of vacua of 4d gauge theories -its spectral curve is nothing but the Seiberg-Witten curve of the corresponding quiver gauge theory. According to [4, 28, 5 ] the curve reads
where the Higgs field is
In (2.19) Φ(z a ) are the Gaudin Lax matrices. For the quiver theory we consider in this section the Lax eigenvalues are
(2.20)
In this paper we are looking at the quantization of the same phase space. Upon quantization of the Gaudin model one arrives to the Bethe equations of the form (2.15) where the spins ν I are precisely the eigenvalues of the Gaudin Lax matrices Φ(z) (see e.g. [31] ). We now need to compare the above eigenvalues (Gaudin spins) with (2.16) and (2.17). One gets The spins sitting at points z 1 , . . . z L (2.20) are in complete agreement with those we obtained from the XXX chain via bispectral duality, since, according to (2.9), 2µ l = K l . However, for Φ L+1 there is a shift as
It is nevertheless consistent with the result from the Seiberg-Witten curve, since the shift by 2 comes from the shift in the scalar vev φ = a − . On the XXX side of the bispectral duality this shift corresponds to having N Bethe roots on the last nesting level. Also one may notice a shift in Φ L+2,a . This shift, however, may be absorbed by a different shift of Bethe roots and 2d masses M a in (2.15). Later, when a more generic 2d quiver will be considered, we shall see that the shift will depend nontrivially on the color and flavor labels of the neighbouring nodes of the quiver. In our approach we cannot compute the spins at ∞ and 1, as masses m
a do not appear in the Higgs branch condition.
More closely, the state with N D2 branes stretched between the rightmost NS5 brane and the D4 branes such that each D4 brane links one D2 brane corresponds to the vacuum state on the Gaudin side of the duality. Indeed, by looking at the picture Fig. 2 from the right side the above statement is easy to evidence -let's move all D4 branes further to the right Fig. 4 . Clearly, in this case the NS5 branes have zero linking numbers with the D4s.
Operators in Liouville CFTs and the Gaudin Model
Let us now address conformal field theories which arise from 4d quiver gauge theories we are working with in this section using the AGT duality [23] . The corresponding theories are the the Liouville CFTs on S 2 with L + 3 punctures. According to the duality, the equivariant instanton partition function of L I=1 U (2) I quiver gauge theory is equal to the Liouville conformal block which contains L + 3 primary vertex operators V 1 , . . . , V L+3 inserted at the following points 22) with the following scaling dimensions 
and
where
is Coulomb branch parameter of I-th residual SU (2) gauge group after imposing the traceless condition a
Here we also give the relations between the parameters in the gauge theory and the conformal field theory . Let us look at scaling dimensions of chiral primary operators (2.23) in the WKB NS limit 1 → ∞ taking into account Higgs branch conditions (2.9) and (2.10). We assume that Planck constant 2 = 1 2 as 2 → 0 remains finite, so we get Q = b = 1 = in this limit. Therefore we obtain 27) so the scaling dimensions quadratically diverge with . Spins j I in the above formula are the following
where it is assumed that K (L+1) = 0. Spins at ∞ and 1 formally take negative values in this limit. We can see that the spins sitting at points z 2 , z 3 , . . . , z L+1 correspond to the linking numbers -total number of D2 branes ending on the I'th NS5 brane (see Fig. 3 ). We can see that (2.28) precisely reproduces Gaudin spins as in (2.21). Therefore, one may conclude that the scaling dimensions (2.23) computed via the AGT using the 4d gauge theory data coincide (up to a sign) with the eigenvalues of the (rescaled) quadratic sl 2 Casimir (2.27) on the representations of spins j i modulo the Higgs branch conditions.
It is straightforward to generalize the results of this section to higher ranks, viz. to Toda CFT. It is also interesting to systematically derive systems of differential equations which are solved by Toda conformal blocks [32] . Note also that Gaudin model naturally appears in the free field formulation of conformal blocks [33] , see also [34] . In [35] the authors arrived to the Gaudin model by studying matrix models in the NS Ω-background, see also [36] for the investigation to Hitchin systems with wild ramification.
The sl(N )/sl(L + 1) Duality
Let us now study conformal linear quivers with SU (N ) gauge groups at each node. From what we just have considered, when N = 2, it is a fairly simple generalization.
XXX Spin Chain on N sites
We can write the Bethe Ansatz equations for the anisotropic twisted sl(L + 1) magnet, represents the ground state equations for the corresponding quiver gauge theory with labels
where I = 2, . . . , L − 1 in the middle equation, 30) where the parameters ν k are Gaudin spins (2.37) and q I = z I+1 /z I . By making the following transformation
where a = 1, . . . , N , we arrive to the sl(L + 1) Bethe Ansatz equations as they are presented in [8] .
The sl(N ) Gaudin Model
The sl(N ) Gaudin model on S 2 with L + 3 marked points z j (2.22) has the following YangYang function
The corresponding Bethe equations are obtained from (2.33) by differentiating w.r.t. t 
35)
It will soon become clear why such parameterization is chosen. Also Gaudin spins are parameterized as ν 36) and ν 37) are the spins of sl(N ) representations at punctures z j . More generally we can write Gaudin Bethe equations as 38) where I = 1, . . . , N − 1, j = 1, . . . , κ I , and C IK are components of the Cartan matrix of the Lie algebra.
Gaudin Spins from the SW curve
From the SW solution we get the following eigenvalues of the Lax matrices
a ,
The corresponding Gaudin spins are
Again, we find a nice agreement, since, analogously to (2.9) we get 41) and the shift by N in the value of ν L+1 in (2.40) is due to the shift of the scalar vev of the four dimensional theory in the Ω-background.
The Duality
Analogously to (2.11) we obtain the following condition
Therefore we have the following expression for the total number of Gaudin Bethe roots 43) where the shift at the (L + 1)st position is due to the choice of the Gaudin vacuum Fig. 4 . According to the MTV paper [8] Bethe ansatz equations of the XXX spin chain (2.29) and of the Gaudin model (2.34) have isomorphic spaces of orbits of solutions provided that the following level matching condition on Bethe roots of both models holds
where κ a and ν J are anisotropies of the XXX chain and spins of the Gaudin system respectively and are related to the numbers of Bethe roots at each nesting level via (2.35,2.30). We see from (2.43) that (2.44) is indeed true. The condition simply equates different ways of counting of the total number of the D2 branes (see Fig. 2 ). The precise isomorphism between Gaudin and XXX Bethe roots can be worked out explicitly. It is, however, not convenient to do straightforwardly due to the presence of high degree polynomial equations. Instead one may compare certain rational functions of rapidities and massive parameters which can be deduced by differentiating Yang-Yang functions (which according to the NS duality coincide with the twisted superpotentials) of both models [20] . Schematically they read as follows 
XXX chain
Trigonometric Gaudin model sl(L + 1) symmetry L + 1 punctures on S 2 − {0, ∞} Chain length N sl(N ) symmetry Twist parameters q I Impurities (positions of punctures) Impurities m a Twists (spins at 0 and ∞) Spins κ a Number of Bethe rootsκ a Number of Bethe rootsK I Spins K I at degenerate punctures
In Full Generality
Let us now consider the most general conformal linear A L quiver in four dimensions such that its color and flavor labels obey (2.1), so beta-functions vanish for each coupling. Nekrasov and Pestun's result [5] provides us with the eigenvalues of the Lax matrices of the Hitchin system on S 2 with L + 3 punctures for such a quiver. The result can be obtained systematically by expanding function z(y) from (2.19) of the Gaudin model near x = ∞ and fishing out the coefficients in front of the leading terms. Matrices corresponding to the singularities at 0 and ∞ will have maximal ranks, whereas those at other punctures have rank one (so-called full vs. simple punctures). The eigenvalues of Φ I (z i ) (2.19) at z 1 , . . . , z L + 1 are given as linear combinations of the fundamental and the bifundamental masses. In what follows we shall explain how these formulae arise from the solution we have described above (see (2.39)) for the quiver with N colors at each node.
Let us look at the brane picture for such a quiver (see Fig. 5 ) with labels
One can show that such a quiver can be obtained from another quiver, which we have already discussed above, by a certain sequence of Higgsings and Hanany-Witten moves. We shall not spend much time on reviewing the idea, the reader is welcome to take it from [20] . Briefly, the idea is to align flavor branes with some color branes (Higgsing), e.g. a 2 + , then, by removing a part of the D4 brane between the flavor branes off to infinity, and further Hanany-Witten moves of the flavor branes, one arrives to a different quiver. See the example in Fig. 6 . Note that in [20] the procedure was implemented for triangular quivers (albeit in the T-dual IIB formalism). Evidently the procedure can be generalized to We can see that the number of D4 branes in Fig. 6 for between each pair of adjacent NS5 branes is equal to six, same as in Q[U (6)] theory. Also N I * = 6. In [28] such a distribution of flavor branes, when there are r 1 − flavor branes to the left and r L + branes to the right of the boundary of the segment along x 6 where NS5 branes are located at, is called "balanced" distribution, which results in even distribution of the D4 branes along the segment. From the right picture in Fig. 6 we can see that some D4 branes appear in the locked position The Seiberg-Witten solution for conformal (and also asymptotically free) linear quivers and its connection to the Hitchin system has been discussed in the literature in the great detail [4, 28, 5] . In particular, the SW curve in the form (2.18) coincides with the spectral curve of the Hitchin system, where φ(z) is the Higgs field. Residues of the Higgs field at ∞, 1, z 1 , . . . z L , 0 are given by Lax matrices of the Hitchin system (the Gaudin model in a cylinder) (2.19).
We now return to the main subject of this section -the bispectral tGaudin/XXX duality. In order to follow the logic which we have outlined in the beginning of this section (see Fig. 1 ), we need to be able to put the 4d theory in the Higgs phase and obtain the 2d GLSM whose ground state equations will lead to the XXX Bethe equations. In Fig. 7 we show two quivers in the Higgs phase. We can see that in order to Higgs a generic quiver of the Q[U (N )] ρ − ρ + type (say, the one from Fig. 6 ) some fourbranes need to be locked together (to be located at the same position in the (45) plane). It is also quite easy to see what the corresponding degeneracies (numbers of D4 branes in each stack) should be once the partitions ρ ± are known. Indeed, Fig. 6 suggests that the number of fourbranes ending on each flavor brane, in the configuration when all D6 branes are moved off to the boundary, precisely gives heights of columns of Young tableaux ρ ± . As is argued in [4, 28] these numbers also specify degeneracies of the Lax matrix eigenvalues at zero and infinity. In the example given in Fig. 6 we have for φ 0 the following eigenvalues m 1,2 . In order to fully Higgs the quiver we need to "intersect" tableaux for ρ + and ρ − as shown in Fig. 8 . The degeneracy of D4 branes is defined as follows. One takes the tableau with the smallest number of columns, then all the boxes to the right of the last column of the "narrowest" tableau have to be placed on top of this tableau in order to match the hight of the the highest column at each position. We shall call such partition ρ ∩ . Thus, in our example ρ − has three columns and ρ + has four, so the last column of ρ + , consisting of a single block, is placed on top of the first column of ρ + in order to match the same column for ρ − . On the brane language it results in the situation depicted on the right picture in Fig. 7 , there are two branes at the same location in (45) plane on the right boundary e.g. m 1 . In this case ρ ∩ coincides with ρ − , however, for more generic configurations it may be different.
Clearly the above tableaux intersection argument constraints the parameter space of vacua of the 4d theory for the latter to be Higgsed. For instance, there is only a single sixbrane on one of the boundaries, so the corresponding tableau is a height-N column, all other branes on the opposite boundary have to be locked up together. Therefore, for each set of color and flavor labels of a 4d quiver there is a (generally) constrained space of parameters which allows us to study the theory in the Higgs branch. However, one does not have to Higgs all the flavors, as shown on the right in Fig. 7 . We may only Higgs those sixbranes which are located the right of the I * node and all bifundamentals in-between. Therefore, all gauge and matter fields in the theory will become color-flavor locked, except the junction on the leftmost NS5 brane (see Fig. 9 ). In this case ρ ∩ = ρ + is always true for any partition ρ + .
Finally, the configuration depicted on the right picture of Fig. 7 can be viewed as the Higgsed Q[U (N )] quiver, where the fourbranes are collected in stacks according to ρ ∩ . Indeed, in order to see this one needs to move all the sixbranes to left (right) infinity in the x 6 direction. Therefore we have just reduced the problem to the one we solved above for the Q[U (N )] quiver. Indeed, we can simply impose the constraints on Coulomb branch parameters, fundamental and bifundamental masses, such that the partition ρ ∩ is formed as described above, on the Higgs branch conditions (2.3). Then the corresponding XXX spin chain and tGaudin Bethe equations can be read off easily. The dual pair of equations will be represented by (2.34) and (2.29) with the proper constraints on masses being imposed. Now let us assume that all NS5 branes can be Higgsed, that happens when all D3 branes to the left and to the right of the brane picture can be aligned with those on the right. In particular, for the Q[U (N )] quiver it happens when m
We can now look at the 2d projection of the brane construction. Interestingly enough, the Higgsings and HananyWitten moves, which we have described earlier in this section, allow us to study XXX chains in a more generic representation of SL(L + 1) then in merely the fundamental one. Thus for a generic conformal quiver the representation is the following (see [20] for more details) 
1 can be moved to its l.h.s. A transformation of this kind creates the second antisymmetric power of the fundamental representation in (2.51). As a consequence on the Gaudin side of the duality at z = 0 some ν (0) a s will have fixed values (κ a − 1) . Therefore we have proved the bispectral duality between the XXX chain and Gaudin model as conjectured in [37] and generalized it the spin chains transforming under more complicated representations like (2.51).
Toda and WZNW Conformal Blocks on a Torus with Punctures
In this section we study 6d (0, 2) theory compactifications on a four-manifold X 4 in presence of two types of defects. Defects of the first type (A) wrap the punctured Riemann surface and fill a two-dimensional subspace inside X 4 , which is the worldvolume of a sought 4d gauge theory (see Tab. 2). The two-dimensional dual conformal field theory for such configuration defect X 4 C 2 effect to theory on C 2 (A) 2 2 change Toda to WZNW (B) 2 0 degeneration in Toda field was conjectured to be the affine SL(N ) WZNW model in [38] . Later in [39] the conjecture was proven using the M-theory. For the high rank SU (N ) gauge theories, there is however another closely related two dimensional conformal field theory, namely the A N −1 conformal Toda field theory constrained by W N symmetry algebra, whose conformal block was conjectured in [40] to coincide with the Nekrasov partition function of four dimensional linear SU (N ) quiver gauge theory. Furthermore it was conjectured in [41] that, the degenerated vertex operator insertion with momentum labeled by fundamental weight of SU (N ) corresponds to the introduction of surface operator insertions charged under the Levi subgroup of SU (N ); and from the 6d perspective this class of surface operators terminate as punctures on the corresponding Riemann surface. We call this class of surface operators defect (B) and they will motivate our later consideration of W N conformal block with degenerate vertex operator insertions. We shall in particular focus on rank two theories thereby providing a generalizations to the results of [27] . Despite different 6d origins of defects (A) and (B), from the perspective of the 4d gauge theory on X 4 obtained by compactifying M5 branes on Riemann surface C 2 , with appropriate charge assignments under the gauge subgroup, these two classes of surface operators should generate exactly the same singularities in the gauge theory worldvolume, and resulting in the same instanton partition function. Through the AGT correspondence, we therefore expect agreement between the conformal block with degenerated insertions in Toda field theory, and the affine conformal block with additional insertion of group element K described in [38, 42] . In fact for the rank one case, the effect of K in affine SL(2) conformal block is unimportant for the matching with instanton partition function, and the relevant conformal blocks for both Liouville and affine SL(2) conformal field theories coincide exactly as shown in [43] for arbitrary genus g up to a coordinate transformation ("twisting factor") from Sklyanian's separation of variables.
For N = 3, without introducing the K factor, Ribault in [26] argued the matching between two conformal blocks on the sphere can hold true only at critical level k → −N of affine algebra, by identifying third-level BPZ equation and three-current KZ equation obeyed by corresponding correlation functions. The critical level limit corresponds to limit b → ∞ in the Toda theory, or equivalently NS limit 2 → 0. However from the prior discussion about the identification with instanton partition function with surface operator insertions, we expect that for general affine level SL(3) k which corresponds to general values of 1,2 , the matching remains to work after restoring K factor into affine SL(3) correlation function in [26] . Unfortunately apart from few known cases [38] , computing a closed expression for the effect of inserting K in affine conformal block is mathematically difficult. instead we generalized the result in [26] further by conjecturing that in critical/NS limit, there is an exact matching between marked Toda conformal block, and affine conformal blocks without K insertion, for arbitrary rank N and higher genus. Here we explicitly demonstrate for the rank two case on genus one Riemann surface. While we have not been able to show explicitly, this matching combining with the gauge theory connection implies that the effect of K factor insertion on affine conformal block becomes negligible in the critical/NS limit. It would be very nice to verify this statement.
To demonstrate the matching of affine and Toda conformal block, we consider KZ and BPZ equations. For A N −1 Toda theory the BPZ equation is of order N , thus one needs N th order generalization of KZ equation. As explained in [44] , the KZ equation arises as "mixed Kac Moody-Virasoro" Ward identity, where energy momentum tensor is identified with normal-ordered double currents operator. One can in principle obtain "mixed Kac Moody-W N algebra" Ward identity if there is an N -current invariant in the Kac Moody algebra, and this will give rise to differential equation on conformal block of order N . For example, in [26] it is shown that due to cubic invariant in SL(3) a third order differential equation is placed on affine SL(3) correlation function. We expect those higher order differential operators to play the role of higher order conserved charges in integrable system.
On the other hand, those higher order operators will match to the BPZ equations for higher rank Toda theory. Only for the rank one Liouville theory can one obtain a second order conserved charge, namely the Hamiltonian, from the BPZ equation such as in [45] . To discuss integrable system, we therefore start from the original KZ equation, which always gives us second order Hamiltonian regardless of the rank.
The logical flow of this section is summarized in Fig. 10 . In Sec. 3.1, we will demonstrate that the elliptic KZB equation constraining affine WZNW conformal block on the single punctured torus reduces to the Hamiltonian equation for elliptic Calogero system, thereby proving the connection between affine WZNW conformal block and elliptic Calogero-Moser eigenstate (arrow 2) [46] . On the other hand, it was shown in [6, 14] that the four dimensional gauge theory partition functions in the NS limit can be identified with the eigenstates of the integrable systems, in particular for the five dimensional generalization of N = 2 * theory, the corresponding integrable system was identified to be the elliptic Calogero-Moser system [47] .
In Sec. 3.2, we will establish the connection between affine sl 3 WZNW and A 2 Toda conformal blocks on the torus with appropriate degenerated insertions (arrow 3). This is achieved in the NS limit by matching the three-current KZB equations and third order BPZ equations constraining the corresponding conformal blocks. This equivalence between Toda and WZNW theory is also a manifestation of the Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction.
As a result, by connecting the chains of dualities (1)- (3) shown in Fig. 10 we can verify the AGT correspondence in NS limit. 
KZB Equation and Elliptic Calogero-Moser system
The generalization of KZ equation for affine WZNW theory on higher genus Riemann surface was made by Bernard [44] . It was later shown by Reshetikhin that the KnizhnikZamolodchikov-Bernard (KZB) system provides a quantization of the isomonodromy deformations equation [48] . It was originally observed by Eguchi and Ooguri that the naive generalization on genus g > 0 would contain expectation value of zero current mode and the equation is not self-contained [49] . The problem arises from the Ward identity of the current algebra on Riemann surface Σ with genus g > 0, schematically:
where D is a differential operator, J is the affine current, φ is a primary field, ω i are set of 1-forms normalized under canonical basis in H 1 (Σ) as a i ω j = δ ij , b i ω j = τ ij , τ ij is the period matrix.
To obtain the constraint on correlation function one needs to know how current acts on correlation function, which can be obtained directly from equation (3.1) for the sphere case where the last term is absent, while for higher genus g ≥ 1 with the last term the equation (3.1) cannot give us a direct constraint.
The problem was solved by Bernard [44] using insertion of extra group element in the conformal block and pull out the additional current in the last term by taking derivative in the algebra element. The "twisting" group element is labeled by the coordinates in the Cartan subalgebra, specifically λ = a λ a h a ∈ h, where h a is an orthonormal basis of generators in Cartan sub-algebra.
The KZB equation is most conveniently expressed in the form of [50] :
where we have also introduced the complex structure modulus τ of the torus and {z i } are the puncture positions. This equation was obtained by varying conformal block with respect to the coordinate of puncture z j using L −1 = ∂ z . Ω z is the z component for 1-form Ω with coordinate (z, τ ), which has the following expression:
where C α = e α e −α , with e α a basis for root subspace g α = {g ∈ g | [h, g] = α(h)g ∀h ∈ h}. C 0 = a h a h a is the second symmetric invariant tensor of Cartan subalgebra. The 1-form coefficients in (3.3) are:
One can also vary the correlation function with respect to modular parameter τ , which results in [50] :
Equation (3.9) is conventionally called KZB heat equation. The compatibility of equation (3.2) and (3.9) can be put into the commutation relation
where D 1 F = 0 and D 2 F = 0 correspond to KZB equation (3.2) and KZB heat equation (3.9) respectively. This equation was expressed by Felder and Varchenko in [51] as the flatness condition of KZB connection, and was explicitly proved. Now consider affine conformal block with only one insertion. The KZB heat equation takes the form of non-stationary Schrödinger equation:
For g = sl N and primary operator in spin j e representation, we recover 12) where k = −N − b −2 , ℘(z|τ ) is the Weierstrass ℘-function, ϑ 1 is defined in (3.7), and
. Now we will take critical level limit of equation (3.12) . For SL(N ), we expect from [38] that torus one point conformal block to have the divergent structure in the critical level limit as following: 13) where q ≡ e 2πiτ , W (q) is some function of q finite in the critical limit, and j i labels the Hilbert space. The parameters can be matched to the gauge theory as 14) where m is the adjoint mass, a i are Coulomb parameters, and 1,2 are equivariant parameters; the torus complex structure τ is matched to the gauge theory complexified coupling θ 2π + 4πi g 2 . Upon substitution, the KZB heat equation for SL(N ) on regularized conformal block has the form
In the NS limit 2 → 0, it becomes
Thus at critical level limit one point conformal block become eigenstate of elliptic CalogeroMoser system.
One may wonder what is the role of the first KZB equation (3.2) . In fact, below we will show that equation (3.2) reduces trivially in the case of one puncture.
First note that the position of one puncture on torus depends only on its complex structure τ therefore the first term in (3.2) drops off. The second term in equation (3.2) also vanishes. To see this, note the argument of Ω in the KZB equations depends on difference of puncture positions, and for one puncture case it amounts to setting argument z = 0, and z component of Ω vanishes:
vanishes at z → 0 since the Jacobi theta function ϑ 1 (z|τ ) is odd in z.
To kill the last term in (3.2), we need the neutrality condition in [44] . Consider twisted correlation function inserted with Cartan subgroup element g: F = i φ i (z i ) g , which is invariant under the conjugation of Cartan group element g → g gg −1 = g since elements in Cartan subgroup commute with each other. The invariant property can be expressed as: [44] 17) where both g and g belong to maximal torus T , or Cartan subgroup. ρ i is the representation of T by field φ j , g · φ j (z j ) · g −1 = ρ j (g) · φ j (z j ). In particular, take g to be one of the Cartan generator such that g = exp( h a ), in the infinitesimal form the equation (3.17) 
for each generator h a of Cartan subalgebra and all elements g in maximal torus T . We will call equation (3.18) the "neutral condition". In the case of one puncture conformal block, the conjugation invariant property of twisted conformal block, expressed as neutral condition in equation (3.18) , becomes: (rewrite g = λ)
for all Cartan generators h a , therefore the last term in the first KZB equation (3.2) drops off, and (3.2) is completely killed in the one puncture case. In summary, we have shown the KZB equations, which constrain affine WZNW conformal block, reduced to one elliptic Calogero-Moser eigen equation (3.16) in the NS limit. Therefore the conformal block and eigenstate match, giving arrow (2) in Fig. 10 .
Matching of WZNW and Toda Conformal Blocks on the Torus
In this section we will show the arrow (3) in Figure 10 , namely the connection between A N −1 Toda and affine SL(N ) WZNW theories on torus. For definiteness, we will show the rank 2 case for SL(3) and A 2 Toda theory. We will derive the analogue of BPZ equation on torus satisfied by A 2 Toda conformal block, and match the BPZ equation with KZB equation, thereby verifying the following equality for A 2 Toda and SL(3) WZNW conformal blocks at critical level limit k → −3: [26, 43] : 20) where Θ(y, z, τ ) is the twisting factor, and λ is the twisting parameter. In the following we will take z = 0 without lost of generality. The angle bracket is understood to be normalized conformal block.
W 3 BPZ equation for degenerate Toda field on torus
The A 2 Toda theory enjoys W 3 symmetry in addition to Virasoro algebra, which has the following commutator relations [52] [
where we denote 24) and the normal ordering :
where > denotes the largest number among m,n, etc. The central charge for W 3 is given in [52] as c = 2 (1 + 12(b + b −1 ) 2 ). Define the primary field φ as following:
where h and v are the weight of this primary field with respect to Virasoro and W n algebra.
It is known that W 3 algebra admits a third level null state with the following weight data: [52] 
The two equations here are related through b → 1/b transformation and they give rise to a set of third order null equations on degenerate field V 3,1 [52]
Taking the commutator of the equations (3.26) and (3.27), one finds
After substituting the W 3 generators using equations (3.26)-(3.28), the algebraic null equation becomes
with c 1 = 4b
One would thus expect the BPZ equation obtained to be a second order differential equation as for Liouville field theory. However, after substituting degenerate weights (3.25a) or (3.25b), equation (3.29) vanishes identically, therefore one has to seek a higher order BPZ equation.
One can obtain a third order BPZ equation by inserting the equations (3.26)-(3.28) into correlation functions with the aids of Virasoro and W 3 Ward identity. Virasoro Ward identity on torus is available for example in [49] , while W 3 Ward identity is lacking in the literature, below we will propose a W 3 Ward identity from OPE and modular invariant.
Note the W 3 generator and primary V has the following OPE structure:
When taking expectation value on torus the regular terms also contribute in addition to singular terms in OPE. To have the correct pole structure and keep modular invariant, a natural guess for the W 3 Ward identity would be
where ζ and ℘ are elliptic functions in [49] with the pole structures ζ(z)
O τ is an operator containing only τ . One can then insert the null equations (3.26)-(3.28) into Toda two-point toric correlation function using
they give rise to BPZ equation:
which is essentially equation (3.28) . The superscriptŴ
denotes acting on second insertion V (0). Since we are considering NS limit b → ∞ we have dropped some of lower order terms in b. Hereafter we will only retain leading terms of order O(b 2 ). The above equation can be further simplified to
Observe that at the third line the operator in the square brackets are just second order KZB operator and will vanish when acting on the corresponding affine WZNW toric conformal block. Also note that the second line is just W 3 Ward identity operator acting on V (0) affine .
Three-current Affine KZB Equation
Since the BPZ equation (3.32) we obtained is of third order, we have to find a three-current generalization of the KZB equation in section (4.1). This is achieved by inserting the following relation between W 3 generator and affine Casimir operator [53] : in the critical level limit k → −3.
Insert equation (3.33) into affine conformal block V (z) affine we have
Hereafter we will set the vertex insertion position to be z = 0 without lost of generality. The last line in the previous equation can be obtained using the method in section 4 of [49] :
) Therefore we have the three-current KZB equation
Twisting factor
The twisting factor appears in equation (3.20) can be obtained from free field correlation function [26] [43] , which has the following ansatz: 36) where the function f depends on genus (e.g. id for sphere and Jacobi theta function for torus), but the constants α, β, γ come from matching of weights and OPE pole structure etc. and depends only on the algebra, therefore the same for any genus.The twisting factor for SL(3) on torus can thus be deduced using f on torus in [43] and α, β, γ for SL(3) on sphere in [26] , as follows:
Note that we have a sign difference to [26] in the exponent since we use a different convention between b 2 and level k following [38] .
Separation of Variables
We observe that both the BPZ equation and KZB equation satisfied by separate conformal blocks containing Weierstrass elliptic function ℘. In particular the three-current BPZ equation (3.32) contains a second KZB operator with potential ℘(y|τ )+2η, which is to be matched with the KZB operator we obtained in section (4.1), with potential ℘(λ 2 − λ 1 |τ ) + 2η. Therefore in order to match the conformal blocks, it is natural to identify y = λ 2 −λ 1 = λ·(h 2 −h 1 ), where h a is some basis in Cartan subalgebra. In addition, in [43] the vector ∂ ∂y is matched to ∂ ∂λ − J 0 , which when acting singly annihilates affine conformal block. In our case we therefore propose that when acting on affine conformal block the vector ∂ ∂y should match to h a ∂ ∂λ a , which also annihilates affine conformal block due to neutrality condition. In particular the triple product in equation (3.35) is to be matched to 
Matching
In this subsection we will verify the relation (3.20) . Note that three-current KZB equation tells us D (3jKZB) V j (0) (λ,τ ) = 0, on the Toda CFT side after including twisting factor this becomes:
where the operators can be combined to give a third order differential operator that annihilate Toda conformal block, but this by definition should just be the third order BPZ operator from equation (3.32), denoted as H (3) . Therefore, our aim is to match D (3jKZB) Θ(y, 0, τ ) with H (3) , or turning the logics other way around, matching
with three-current KZB operator (3.35) in the NS limit, up to some overall constant. Note that at the leading order O(b 2 ) the effect of twisting operator can be neglected. Using the matching prescription in previous section, the three-current KZB operator becomes up to the two-current KZB operator that annihilate the conformal block. Therefore, the WZNW and Toda conformal blocks match at NS limit.
Generalization to ADE Gauge Groups
Before ending this section we like to comment that the proof of AT duality we presented in section (3.1) can be generalized straightforward to ADE type gauge group and affine CFT on torus. First note that the one-puncture KZB heat equation (3.11) is valid for any complex simple Lie algebra g. If we assume the affine-g conformal block has the same divergence structure near critical level as in equation (3.13) with j i (j i + 1) replaced by second Casimir, then from the same argument before the affine one-puncture elliptic conformal block should coincide with eigenstate of quantum elliptic g-Calogero system:
where m 2 α = e α e −α depends only on the Weyl orbit. On the other hand D'Hoker and Phong have shown in [54] that integrable system of equation (3.41) with simply-laced (i.e. ADE type) algebra g can give rise to Seiberg-Witten curve and associated differential for N = 2 * four dimensional supersymmetric gauge theory. Therefore we expect from section (3.1) that ADE-type N = 2 * gauge theory partition function with a surface operator will obey affine-ADE algebra, which is a generalized AT correspondence on torus for all single ADE type gauge group.
Given this generalized AT duality, and assuming our result for CFTs resulting from surface operator also holds for the generalized algebra, we can establish a proof for AGT relation on torus with ADE type gauge group.
Future Directions
In this paper we used the equivalence between two different quantizations of the vacua moduli space of conformal 4d theories in order to prove the bispectral duality between the XXX and trigonometric Gaudin models. It would be interesting to develop a more systematic approach to the duality, similar to the one in [20] , but adopted to the noncompact symmetries. In particular the 5d/3d duality considered in [47] may be of the great help. Indeed, the XXZ SL(N ) chains will help their S-dual counterparts, and, supposedly, XXX/tGaudin pair will follow by taking the proper limit. It is certainly worthwhile extending the analysis we have carried out in this work to other quiver gauge theories in 4d which have string theory origin [55] .
We also found that the two quantizations coincide for the genus one spectral curve and thus identifies quantum elliptic Calogero-Moser systems. It would be interesting to investigate these phenomena further for higher genera and their implication to integrable systems. The different quatizations can also potentially be related to the different descriptions of surface operator in gauge theory from 6d N = (0, 2) theory. The latter is illustrated in the paper by matching the associated Toda and affine conformal blocks at the NS/critical level limit. It may be interesting to gain a further understanding on the role of surface operator plays in this Drinfeld reduction-like scenario and duality between quantum integrable systems by going beyond the NS limit.
As far as generic D and E type quivers (as well as their affine versions) are concerned, there is no brane description of the Coulomb/Higgs branes of the theories available. It certainly does not imply that the 2d GLSM cannot be derived, only that it might be quite cumbersome to understand what the corresponding vortex moduli space is. However, the quantum version of the Nekrasov-Pestun solution will soon be available for all ADE quivers [56] , and the missing quantum models will be identified. Presumably, those new models will be bispectrally dual to the quantized integrable systems emanating from generic D and E quiver theories in 4d [5] . The details of this anticipated duality are very intriguing.
In this work we studied only a restricted class of the Gaudin systems, namely when only two Lax matrices had the maximal rank, and the others had unit rank. This choice was dictated by the Lagrangian nature of the UV 4d quiver theories we have started with. Indeed, in order to get a 4d theory which admits a Lagrangian description, one wraps M5 branes around the Riemann surface with such punctures. More generic monodromies at punctures would lead to a genuinely non-Lagrangian theory. Yet, the Hitchin system on a sphere with generic monodormies makes perfect sense. It would be interesting to study its potential bispectral dual. This duality should be related to some interesting symmetry of the 6d (0, 2) theory which is yet to be discovered.
